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A system for the storage of electrical energy

can^rising electrolysis means connectable to supplies of

wate>sand electricity and operable to provide the

^
,sis of water to generate hydrogen, reaction

means forWving hydrogen generated by said

electrolysiT^s, the reaction means provxdrng the
electro y

2en /ith carbon_^ioxide to form a

reactxon of ^^^^^SgS^^^^;^^^^;^^,^,,, dioxide
storage compound, meaks tor tne suyy y

^ .

t sla reaction .eaSKnd storage .eans connectad to

said reaction .eans for ^^-torage of said storage

compound

.

, A systen> as claimed in cla.X"'>i'='>
^„

comprises electricity generating meaX-nnectable

the electrolysis means to supply electricity.

„™ \= claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 further
7 A system as cxaimt;^

^

co^rising ^^^\'^::ZX ^ ^ -
electrical energy\exther dxreccxy

storage compound.

system as claimed in claim 3 wherein the

.egener^sL^I^eans comprise a fuel cell or generator for
regenerac>«^.m«^^

directly from the

the generation of^-electric^x 7 aj'

storage compound.

5 R system as claime^^iT^lW 3 wherein the

regeneration means comprise furth^K^action means to

ToLrt the storage ----1::?^^^m^aid
means for the generation of electrical en^
hydrogen

.

, ^ systel ^ claimed in claim 1 or claim 2 which

further compris\an internal combustion engine

connectable to th^torage means.
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,7 A systen, for the storage of hydrogen, said system

comprising reaction means providing the reaction of

hXaen with carbon dioxide to form a storage compound,

ianXr the supply of hydrogen and carbon dioxide to

said reac^n means, storage means connected to sard

reaction meaL ^or the storage of said storage compound,

and further rei^ion means connectable to sard storage

means and providing

compound back into h-j

8. A system for the

hydrogen, said system

connectable to supplies

operable to provide the e

jersion of the storage

lucti0ii and storage of

<ing electrolysis means

Ler and electricity and

lectrolvsis of water" to

: V. c;e; «ac.ion .ean^or .eceivin. .y^.o^en

/enerated ly said electrolysis »ea\ the reaction .eans

r^vidin, the reaction o^ said hydroV^with

dioxide to £orn, a storage compound, meVs for the supply

o :arbo„ dioxide to said reaction -A^^-^
J^"/,,

connected to said reaction .eans for the V-;;/ ^
^

storage compound, and further reaction ^eanXconnectable

To said storage means and providing the convWn of

the storage compound back into hydrogen.

3 A syste™ asVclaimed in any of claims 1 to 8 wherein

he storage coAn^ is a C... alcohol, a .ischer^Tropsch

Vi • ^ = r acid a Ci.8 -aldehyde ,
a

liquid, Mobil gasY^ne, a C,., acxa, a
,

«

C,.3- ether or a C^.eWrocarbon

.

,0. A system as clUed in any of claims 1 to 8 wherein

the storage compoundXis methanol.

the storage of electrical energy

ioxide and water, the method

lowing steps:

of water to yield hydrogen;
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(C)

(d)

reaction of the hydrogen from step (a) with carbon

dioxide to form at least one storage compound or a

storage compound/water mixture;

storage of said storage compound or storage

compound/

subseque

Compound

cpimbustio

disectly o

r mixture; and

said storage compound or storage

;ture to fuel an internal

or to generate electricity either

ectly.

12 A meVhod as claimed in claim 11 wherein in step (d)

the storal compound or storage compound/water mixture

is conver!^ bac. into hydrogen and the hydrogen xs used

to generate electricity.

13 A method asXclaimed in either of claims 11 or 12

wherein a storage\compound/water mixture is used xn

steps (c) and (d) .

,0 14 A method tor the storage of electrical energy, said

method comprising the following steps:

,ld hydrogen;

Im step (a) to form a

:ture ; and

ater mixture in an

(a) electrolysis of\water to

(b) reaction of the Wdrc

methanol/water miVture;'

(c) storage of the methanol

(d) subsequent use of tVe ^^\^_^
internal combustion Vngin^ or to generate

electricity either c4rectly or indirectly.

15 A method for the produ^ion and storage of

hydrogen, said method compris\^ the following steps:

(a) electrolysis of water to yiW hydrogen;

(1.) reaction of the hydrogen fromVep (a) with carbon

dioxide to form at least one st^ge compound;
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(c) \torage of said storage compound; and

(d) si^sequent conversion of said storage compound back

inOP hydrogen.

16 . A meehod for the st

comprisingVhe following

of hydrogen, said method

s

:

,a) reaction\£ hydrogen twitW carbon dioxide to £or™ at

10 least stori^ compound^

(b) storage of s^j-d storage compound, and

,c, subse^ent conv^.sion o£ said storage compound bacK

into hydrogen.

IV K method a\claiTned in any of clai,.s 11 to IS

„herein the storke compound is a c ^^^^^^''^
^

Fischer-Tropsch iWld, «°bil gasolrne, a C ac.

C,.-aldehyde, a C,-\ether or a c...-hydrocarbon,

18 A method as cl\ed in any of claims 11 to 16

wherein the storage expound is methanol.


